What is going to matter in the future?

We asked all WZB staff and guests: “What do you think should or will play an important role in the future – in society and hence also in the work of the WZB? Make a wish or dare to make a prediction. In any case: only one word, please.” Here are the answers.

Climate change · Justice · Norms · Democratic societies · Women · Democratic multilateralism · Health · Housing for all · Poetry · Crime · Illiberal democracies · Digital parties? · Self-optimization dooms · Elections · Parties · Data · Timeliness · Gender inequities · Work hours · Balance · Autocratization · Social skills · Home understanding · Tolerance · War · Deliberation · Climate populism · Containing digitalization · Optimism · Populism · Together · Power · Industrialized research · Climate impact · Social cohesion · Polarization · Right-wing populism · Protection · Relationships · Education · Love · Artificial intelligence · Feudalism · Resistance · Authoritarianism · Surveillance · Regimes · Reaching out · Work contract · Segregation · Sustainability · Plastic · Digitalization · Gender equality · Cooperation · Battles over distribution · Asymmetric power
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